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Wazdan boasts over 10 years of
game development accolades. 
Our philosophy is based on honesty, creativity, and innovation - we believe in taking 
a partnership approach with casino operators helping you grow business beyond
digital excellence.

140+ HTML5 
GAMES

UNIQUE WAZDAN
FEATURES

MOBILE
FRIENDLY

https://wazdan.com/en/?utm_source=sales_deck&utm_campaign=generic_offer
https://wazdan.com/en/?utm_source=sales_deck&utm_medium=usa_lp_banner&utm_campaign=usa_july21
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Why Trust Us?

Licenses & Certification

Socially Responsible

Awards & Nominations

Information Security 
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and more!

ISO27001 - Information Security Standard

https://wazdan.com/en/?utm_source=sales_deck&utm_campaign=generic_offer
https://wazdan.com/en/?utm_source=sales_deck&utm_medium=usa_lp_banner&utm_campaign=usa_july21
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What We Bring

Dedication to innovate with 12+ new slots per 
year and customizable tools and features

High, worldwide reputation across operators, 
licensing authorities and player base

A fully integrated, continuously enhanced  
player engagement suite

Mobile-first design philosophy

Expert tech support from a leading 
slot-developer team

Games available in 24 languages and supporting 
all currencies and cryptocurrencies

What We’ve Achieved so Far

140+ HTML5 games optimized for all screen sizes

Numerous awards, including the Slot Game 
of the Year at The Malta Gaming Awards

150+ employees dedicated to helping igaming 
operators succeed

Certified operation in 20+ regulated international
markets

ISO27001 - International information security
standard

https://wazdan.com/en/?utm_source=sales_deck&utm_campaign=generic_offer
https://wazdan.com/en/?utm_source=sales_deck&utm_medium=usa_lp_banner&utm_campaign=usa_july21
https://wazdan.com/en/games?utm_source=sales_deck&utm_campaign=generic_offer
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Fuelled by passion, we believe in
constant innovation, elevating casino
grids with top-performing online
slots and tools that boost player 
engagement.

https://wazdan.com/en/?utm_source=sales_deck&utm_campaign=generic_offer
https://wazdan.com/en/?utm_source=sales_deck&utm_medium=usa_lp_banner&utm_campaign=usa_july21
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More Engagement

Online casino grids need to stand out from hundreds of 
other providers and players constantly seek new ways 
to engage. That’s why we offer added-value promotional 
tools (Cash Drop), mobile-first experiences, and greater 
control over gaming experience with our trademarked 
Volatility Levels.

More Revenue

Tailoring player experience to their individual needs is 
the start of better conversion rates. Wazdan enables 
operators to know their players better, define segments, 
and then deploy engagement tools to generate interest, 
reduce churn, secure VIP potential, and much more.

More Freshness

Wazdan games load fast and run smoothly on mobile 
and desktop. HTML5 allows us to deliver the newest 
possible features and performance specs in game 
design. With an ever-growing list of newly launched 
titles and features every month, the Wazdan portfolio 
helps operators stay fresh and ahead of the tech curve.

More Reliability

Our games have earned the trust of licensed casino 
authorities and reputable operators across 20 jurisdictions, 
including the Malta Gaming Authority (MGA), United 
Kingdom Gambling Commision (UKGC), and New Jersey 
Division of Gaming Enforcement (NJDGE). Our proprietary 
Random Number Generator (RNG) has been certified by 
NMi Metrology & Gaming Ltd (GLI Group) and Gaming 
Associates Limited.

https://wazdan.com/en/?utm_source=sales_deck&utm_campaign=generic_offer
https://wazdan.com/en/?utm_source=sales_deck&utm_medium=usa_lp_banner&utm_campaign=usa_july21
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Our Commitment 
to Your Performance
Modern iGaming demands a constant inflow of fresh ideas and cutting-edge features.

At Wazdan, we understand that and go beyond creativity by continuously innovating 
and expanding our engagement suite that keeps players immersed, interested, 
and always coming back for more. 

https://wazdan.com/en/?utm_source=sales_deck&utm_campaign=generic_offer
https://wazdan.com/en/?utm_source=sales_deck&utm_medium=usa_lp_banner&utm_campaign=usa_july21
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Volatility Levels™ 

Players can quickly choose from 3 volatility levels in 
Wazdan games, giving players exciting control over 
their experience. Player choices do not alter Return 
to Player (RTP) percentages for casino owners.

Low Volatility - frequent wins

Standard Volatility - balanced
prizes

High Volatility - highest wins and 
excitement

Freedom of Choice™ 

Every Wazdan game is developed with player agency 
in mind so that players can adapt their experience 
intuitively.

Ultra Fast Mode* - to speed up 
the reels without impact on RTP

Ultra Lite Mode - to launch games 
up to 5x faster

Big Screen Mode -  to supersize 
the reels

Unique Wazdan Features

*Availability of features may differ per jurisdiction. Please contact our sales team for more information.

https://wazdan.com/en/?utm_source=sales_deck&utm_campaign=generic_offer
https://wazdan.com/en/?utm_source=sales_deck&utm_medium=usa_lp_banner&utm_campaign=usa_july21
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Our intuitive and configurable promotional tool boosts player experience and enhances KPIs,  allowing operators to 
customize iGaming content that seamlessly flows with promo-periods.

It is ready-to-launch on every Wazdan game, without any integration needed.

Wazdan’s partners use Cash Drop promotions to encourage players to visit a specific game title 
with the following results:

219% Unique Active Players

265% Game Rounds

366% Bet Sum

Promotional Tools

https://wazdan.com/en/?utm_source=sales_deck&utm_campaign=generic_offer
https://wazdan.com/en/?utm_source=sales_deck&utm_medium=usa_lp_banner&utm_campaign=usa_july21
https://drop.wazdan.com/?utm_source=sales_deck&utm_campaign=generic_offer
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Hold the Jackpot
By providing the unmistakable flavor that many players 
seek, our Hold The Jackpot experience immediately 
gained international recognition among fans, generating 
fantastic results for operators across regulated markets. 

The baseline mechanic offers fans an additional bonus 
round by awarding them with an extra round of 3 re-spins 
for collecting a certain number of bonus symbols. To keep 
the excitement going, the count resets on any successful 
re-spin, enticing players to land the complete set of bonus 
symbols, and hit the Grand Jackpot. 

Committed to innovation, we don’t stop there! Each newly 
released Hold The Jackpot title receives an upgrade 
to maximize engagement: from the number of reels, to 
additional jackpot prizes, to special multipliers, and more! 
All of that powered by the sophisticated mathematical 
model ensuring entertainment and performance!

With more titles in development, we continue going above 
and beyond to amaze players worldwide. PLAY DEMO GAMES

https://wazdan.com/en/?utm_source=sales_deck&utm_campaign=generic_offer
https://wazdan.com/en/?utm_source=sales_deck&utm_medium=usa_lp_banner&utm_campaign=usa_july21
https://wazdan.com/lp/hold_the_jackpot-sales/index.html?utm_source=sales_deck&utm_campaign=generic_offer
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Our evergreen Buy Feature thrills players with on-demand 
access to desired bonuses. As easy as 2 clicks, it allows 
fans to instantly spice up the game by paying premium 
to unlock bonuses of choice. 

Our data demonstrates that players who engage with the 
Buy Feature generate at least 2.5 times more value than 
players who don’t.

Buy Feature*

*Availability of features may differ per jurisdiction. Please contact our sales team for more information.

https://wazdan.com/en/?utm_source=sales_deck&utm_campaign=generic_offer
https://wazdan.com/en/?utm_source=sales_deck&utm_medium=usa_lp_banner&utm_campaign=usa_july21
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Our Top-Performing Games

Sun of Fortune Fortune Reels 9 Lions Sizzling 777
Deluxe Prosperity Pearls

Midnight in Tokyo Burning Stars 3TM Magic Fruits
Deluxe

Larry
the Leprechaun Magic Stars 3

ALL 140+ GAMES

https://wazdan.com/en/?utm_source=sales_deck&utm_campaign=generic_offer
https://wazdan.com/en/?utm_source=sales_deck&utm_medium=usa_lp_banner&utm_campaign=usa_july21
https://wazdan.com/lp/sun-of-fortune-sales/index.html?utm_source=sales_deck&utm_campaign=generic_offer
https://wazdan.com/lp/fortune-reels-sales/index.html?utm_source=sales_deck&utm_campaign=generic_offer
https://wazdan.com/lp/9-lions-sales/index.html?utm_source=sales_deck&utm_campaign=generic_offer
https://wazdan.com/en/games/game/116?utm_source=sales_deck&utm_campaign=generic_offer
https://wazdan.com/lp/prosperity-pearls-sales/index.html?utm_source=sales_deck&utm_campaign=generic_offer
https://wazdan.com/lp/burning-stars-3-sales/index.html?utm_source=sales_deck&utm_campaign=generic_offer
https://wazdan.com/en/games/game/111?utm_source=sales_deck&utm_campaign=generic_offer
https://wazdan.com/lp/larry-the-leprechaun-sales/index.html?utm_source=sales_deck&utm_campaign=generic_offer
https://wazdan.com/en/games/game/89?utm_source=sales_deck&utm_campaign=generic_offer
https://wazdan.com/lp/midnight-in-tokyo-sales/index.html?utm_source=sales_deck&utm_campaign=generic_offer
https://wazdan.com/en/games?utm_source=sales_deck&utm_campaign=generic_offer
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Effortless Partnership
We understand our partners’ needs for games 
to be as accessible as possible. 

https://wazdan.com/en/?utm_source=sales_deck&utm_campaign=generic_offer
https://wazdan.com/en/?utm_source=sales_deck&utm_medium=usa_lp_banner&utm_campaign=usa_july21
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Integrate Easily

The integration process is ready to go when you are 
and can take as little as a day. Powered with technical 
documentation and a proven hassle-free process.

Get Dedicated Support

A dedicated team of senior-level software developers 
is always there to provide technical support or lighten 
the workload on your end.

Launch Quickly

Access all Wazdan content and launch new titles with 
a single API integration.

Engage Users

Every Wazdan game comes out-of-the-box with player 
engagement tools like Cash Drop and Volatility Levels™ 
without the need for further integration.

https://wazdan.com/en/?utm_source=sales_deck&utm_campaign=generic_offer
https://wazdan.com/en/?utm_source=sales_deck&utm_medium=usa_lp_banner&utm_campaign=usa_july21
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Hear from our partners

As a leading aggregator, we are always looking to add 
high quality content to our offering. Wazdan continues 
to impress with the quality of their product and with 
the professionalism of their team. We are delighted 
with the way Wazdan navigates our relationship.

Denisa Csepregi
Commercial Aggregation Manager

Don’t Take Our Word for It

https://wazdan.com/en/?utm_source=sales_deck&utm_campaign=generic_offer
https://wazdan.com/en/?utm_source=sales_deck&utm_medium=usa_lp_banner&utm_campaign=usa_july21
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Hear from our partners

We are incredibly excited to share Wazdan games with 
our players, the sound and art design is second to none 
and with the majority of our players choosing to visit 
us on their mobile devices, features such as Ultra Lite 
Mode will ensure they have the very best experience 
regardless of device or connection and we can’t wait 
to see what innovations they deliver in the future!

Kieron Shaw
Digital Operations Manager at Buzz Group Ltd

Don’t Take Our Word for It

https://wazdan.com/en/?utm_source=sales_deck&utm_campaign=generic_offer
https://wazdan.com/en/?utm_source=sales_deck&utm_medium=usa_lp_banner&utm_campaign=usa_july21
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Step Up Your iGaming Offering
with Wazdan
Ready to supercharge your caisno grid?

Talk to us!

Andrzej Hyla
Chief Commercial Officer

+48 698629912
a.hyla@wazdan.com

Bekki D’Agata
Head of Business Development
for Europe and North America

+356 99956099
bd@wazdan.com

https://wazdan.com/en/?utm_source=sales_deck&utm_campaign=generic_offer
https://wazdan.com/en/?utm_source=sales_deck&utm_medium=usa_lp_banner&utm_campaign=usa_july21
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